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Hon. Norm. Letnick
BC Minister of Agriculture:
Over $10 million has been triggered from the earnings of the $9.347 million Beef Cattle Industry
Development Trust to go towards projects that benefit the beef industry in BC. In 1995, the
province of British Columbia negotiated with the cattle industry and deposited surplus program
funds to the 20-year Beef Cattle Industry Development Trust Fund. Since then, the cattle industry
has put up matching dollars to carry out 310 projects with total project value of over $33 million,
accessing more funds than originally deposited in the trust, and the trust capital remains to earn
for the future.
The members of the Cattle Industry Development Council are pleased
to provide the following Evaluation Report for 2007-2012 Beef Cattle
Industry Development Fund as prepared by the evaluation team
members: Bob France, Walt Goerzen and Mike Malmberg. The team
reviewed and scored projects and the report presents highlights during
this term and an overall review of the fund since 1995.
In April 2012, the Hon. Don McRae, then Minister of Agriculture, signed
the modification agreement which extends the trust to 2075. We see
this step as acknowledgement of the success of the BCIDF to date and
commitment to the future of the beef industry in British Columbia.
CIDC has always consulted with industry to ensure we are meeting
their needs. With the many challenges the cattle industry faces, we are
pleased that the projects funded have made such a positive contribution
to the beef industry in BC. With the extension of the trust to 2075 the
CIDC, in consultation with industry, will be developing a long term
strategy for use of the fund dollars. With the dynamics of the economy
today, it will be necessary to work together to develop priorities that will help move the cattle
industry forward. CIDC looks forward to administering a fund that will continue to help grow a
vibrant and viable cattle industry in BC.

Linda Allison, Chair
Cattle Industry Development Council
December 2012
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•
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SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION REPORT
The Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund (BCIDF) is financed out of resources
generated by a $9.347 million trust fund established in 1994. The agreement between the
Cattle Industry Development Council (CIDC) which administers the fund, and the provincial
government mandates that periodic external evaluations of fund operations be conducted.
These periodic evaluations are important to make sure that projects are meeting the goal
of the fund. The evaluation also provides an opportunity for the evaluation team to make
observations and recommendations to the CIDC regarding the administration of the fund.
This report is available on request or on the CIDC website (www.cattlefund.net). The
following is a brief summary of the 2007-2012 evaluation.
The 2012 evaluation team evaluated 53 projects completed within the established priorities
between 2007 and July of 2012. In addition 30 provincial association projects and special
category projects were reviewed but not scored. The team noted the tremendous amount of
work completed in this period despite the fact that general applications were not accepted
during the last three years of this term.

OBSERVATIONS

The CIDC continues to do an excellent job of supporting
applicants for BCIDF projects in many facets of the British
Columbia beef industry.
For the 83 completed projects that were evaluated and
reviewed, $4.1 million was triggered from the BCID Trust,
and matched with $12.78 million from other contributors,
for a total of almost $17 million spent for the benefit of
the beef industry in BC. For every $1 of BCIDF funds
spent, $4.13 was contributed from other sources. The
team feels this points to a very successful term for the
fund.

PROJECT SCORING

The evaluation of the projects indicated positive results
with 37 of the 53 projects earning 27 or more of the 30
points available and 12 of those earning 28 or more
points. Only seven projects scored below 20 points.
Some of the reasons for projects receiving lower points
are outlined in the full report.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

The project receiving the highest number of points by the evaluation team was the BCCA/
Overwaitea Partnership Program. This project took volunteer ranchers to meat counters
of retail outlets in the Lower Mainland of BC. These volunteers spent the weekend working
shifts at eight busy stores where they talked to consumers about the beef industry.
The B.C. Agriculture in the Classroom’s Summer Institute project had the second highest
score. This was the last of several projects funded by the BCIDF that supported the
development of the Summer Institute for teachers. This project brought teachers together
in the summer for a week of intensive exposure to agriculture and provided instruction on
bringing agriculture into the classroom. This important teaching tool continues now with
teachers paying for the opportunity; funding from the BCIDF is no longer required.
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SUMMARY

Also in the high scoring group were several research projects. The Vaccine and Infectious
Disease Organization (VIDO) carried out three projects on various methods of administering
vaccines. A project on source tracking of E.coli and two projects on bio-control of invasive
plants conducted by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada scientists were also rated as being
very successful and of value to BC beef producers.
The BC Forage Council presented a series of well attended Forage and Beef Seminars in
several locations throughout the Interior of BC.
Cooperation between organizations was also evident in several high scoring projects.
The three provincial beef organizations co-operatively administered the BC-Verified Beef
Production Implementation program. This is an audited program that encourages the use
of record keeping for animal health records and safe operating procedures to meet safety
standards. This program has enabled BC to be the province with the highest percentage
of trained producers.
The Range Management Workshop and School projects were funded, presented and
administered by a group including representatives of government (federal and provincial),
universities, non-government organizations and producer organizations and enabled many
producers and others to be trained in range management principles.
Following closely behind the high scoring projects were 25 projects that scored from 27
to 27.7 points. These were all considered useful projects but were rated just slightly less
effective than those in the top group.

SUMMARY

Several observations and recommendations regarding the operation of the fund have been
included for Council. The team was extremely impressed with the work done by the BCIDF
in the period from 2006 to July 2012. They feel the CIDC has done a commendable job
of managing the fund. The team also commends the fund recipients who committed their
own funds. Also considerable volunteer effort went toward these projects for further benefit
to the beef cattle industry in British Columbia.
Bob France, Walter Goerzen & Mike Malmberg
The Evaluation Team, December 2012
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Cattle Industry Development Council (CIDC) is mandated by the Province of BC to conduct a review of
the Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund (BCIDF) every four years. CIDC asked the consultants below
to serve as the 2012 Evaluation Team to conduct the 2007-2012 review.
The 2012 Evaluation Team:
• Bob France, P.Ag., Vernon, BC
• Walter Goerzen, P.Ag., Chilliwack, BC
• Mike Malmberg, P.Ag., Fort Steele, BC
• Hallie MacDonald, CIDC Secretary/Treasurer (Team Secretary)
The team is pleased to present a review of all completed projects within the 2007-2012 timeline including a
focus on selected projects, sources of funding and the impact on the beef industry. The following additional
challenges requested of the team have been addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review Council operations regarding the BCID Fund. Page 5
Review options of a strategic plan. Page 6
Summary review of the initial 17 years of the fund. Page 30
Review recommendations of previous evaluations and CIDC response/action. Page 32

The CIDC is made up of eight members elected by four cattle sector organizations:
BC Cattlemen’s Association (4): Linda Allison (Chair), Bill Bentley, Grant Huffman, Harold Starr
BC Association of Cattle Feeders (1): Bill Freding
BC Breeders and Feeders Association (1): Connie Patterson
BC Milk Producers’ Association (2): David Janssens (Vice-Chair), Clarence DeBoer
Note: Thomas Wynker replaced D. Janssens as member/Vice-Chair in July2012.
Also in 2012, the BC Milk Producers’ Association name changed to the BC Dairy Association.

Hallie MacDonald serves as Secretary/Treasurer through agreement with BC Cattlemen’s 			
Association.
Ministry of Agriculture, Bison and Beef Specialist participates as ex-officio.
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2 THE BEEF CATTLE INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT FUND
The Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund (BCIDF) is financed out of resources generated by
a 9.347 million dollar trust fund. The Province established the Trust in 1994 using the residual
of government and producer funds from the National Tripartite Stabilization and Farm Income
Assurance programs. The original trust fund was available to finance BCIDF projects for a period
of 20 years until 2014. Only non-government funds contributed towards projects that fit the priorities
for the BCIDF are eligible to receive matching funds from the Trust.
Council is permitted to trigger earnings from the trust when industry funds have been used for
the purposes of the BCIDF. All check-off dollars are eligible to trigger a match. Triggered funds
not used for projects remain in a pool for Council to allocate to projects that may not be eligible to
trigger but still meet priorities and goals of the fund.
During the period covered by this evaluation, Council was successful in having the BCID Trust
extended to a long-term trust, through a modification agreement with the government. Although
a recommendation from the last evaluation suggested that the trust should be with the BC
Cattlemen’s Association, the CIDC felt it was more appropriate that CIDC be the trust holder. That
was not accomplished and the modification agreement is essentially a continuation of the previous
agreement, with the Province continuing as the trust holder. The modification agreement has
extended the Trust until 2075 with terms that the capital be drawn down during the last 15 years of
the Trust.
In the years 2008-2009, available earnings of the trust fell as a result of stock market volatility. At
the same time, $625,000 was taken from previous earnings for Project #246, Thompson Rivers
University Chair in Cattle Industry Sustainability. These items resulted in drastically reduced
available funds in the Trust. Council looked at their options and determined that sufficient
resources were available to meet all previously approved and on-going projects. However, there
were not enough funds available for new projects. Therefore in November 2008 Council decided
to close the BCID Fund for general new applications. Earnings of the trust have been sufficient to
provide matching funds for the provincial cattle association project applications, although in 2009
associations received only 50% of their usual project funds. The fund will remain closed for general
applications until the earnings recover sufficiently. Council does continue to trigger all earnings
through previously approved trigger funds in the system. Trust earnings have been sufficient for
projects that were completed during this evaluation period to trigger the matching funds.

2.1 Procedures Used by CIDC to Manage BCIDF

The CIDC, made up of members elected from provincial cattle associations, meets four times per
year, and sometimes by conference call, to consider applications for BCID funding and to conduct
any business relating to the fund. Applications are received by established quarterly deadlines
and processed for Council. Since November 2008, as part of cost saving measures, CIDC has
not contracted a consultant and the process has instead been managed internally by the CIDC
secretary. The consultant/secretary prepares an assessment and analysis report that determines
the application is in line with the objectives and priorities of the fund. The consultant/secretary is
available to assist applicants either pre or post submission to ensure fit to expected objectives and
budgeting.
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Members of Council decide whether to approve, defer or reject the application at quarterly meetings
by reviewing the assessment reports and applications. A decision letter is sent to the applicant, and
if approved, a funding agreement is prepared and sent to the applicant for signing. The Chair of
Council then finalizes the agreement and the first payment is sent to the recipient. The agreements
detail requirements for reporting on the progress of the projects. Approval must be obtained from
CIDC for variance in project objectives, timelines or budget variation greater than ten percent. A
holdback of fifteen percent on the final payment is made until Council receives and accepts the final
report on the project.
During the time while the fund has been closed, in an effort to save costs, Council has reduced its
regular meeting schedule to two or three per year.

2.2 Overall Purpose & Objectives as Stated in the Trust Agreement
The purpose is to create and maintain an environment that will provide for long-term productivity,
efficiency, viability, sustainability and profitability in the beef cattle industry in British Columbia,
through an efficient marketplace that allows for optimum utilization of the land and water resources
of the Province in an environmentally sustainable manner and makes provision for the transfer and
use of available technology.
The objectives are:
• To improve the profitability, viability and sustainability of the BC beef cattle industry.
• To improve the BC beef cattle industry’s responsiveness to changing needs in the marketplace
and the environment.
• To provide efficient quality services to the BC beef cattle industry.
• To foster co-operation within the BC beef cattle industry to achieve the purpose of the BCID
Fund.
• To address any other important matters affecting the beef cattle industry as they relate to
the purpose of the fund.

2.3 Operations and Planning

When discussing options for a strategic plan, the team suggested that strategic planning for the
beef industry should come from the provincial industry associations. A BC beef industry strategic
plan could be a reference for Council when considering applications and for decisions required
to establish and rank priorities for funded projects. The team considers ranking of priorities a
necessity when the application process re-opens.
Strategic planning for the BCIDF is covered in the Operational Plan for the BCID Fund (1995). It
has not been revised to date, however operational processes have been established over time.
The evaluation team recommends Council amalgamate this information to update the Operational
Plan for the BCIDF.
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3 PRIORITY ACTIVITIES FOR THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW
At a workshop held in January 2007, cattle industry association representatives and members of the CIDC
developed the following list of priorities for the use of the BCIDF. The list is not ranked as far as importance
or preferred areas of work.

Association Support / Development
• Annual Meeting of Provincial Association
Presidents and CIDC
• Communication
• Extension/Education
• Association Projects
• Fund/Grant Opportunities
• Young Producers Development
• Technology
• Directors/Leadership Training
• Succession

Agriculture Awareness
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Media Promotions
Improvement of Industry Perceptions/Schools
Agriculture in the Classroom
Consumers/Students
Fairs, Expositions
Nutrition
Act Now BC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIC/Product Promotion
New Product Development
Niche Markets
Cooperative Initiatives
Processing Capacity
Value Chain—Vertical alliances
Market Alternatives
Alliances

Market Development

Extension & Producer Development
Farm Business Management
• Labour/Safety
• Technology/Internet
• Regulations
• Risk Management Planning
• Succession Management
• Marketing
• Young Producer Development
• Bookkeeping
Livestock Management
• Herd Health
• Husbandry-Animal Care
• Nutrition-forage utilization
• By-product feed
• Identification (brands & tags)
• Technology
Resource Management
• Environment
• Wildlife
• Hunting/Ag-zones
• Crown Land Utilization
• Water/Waste Management
• Cropping
• Environmental Goods & Services Issues
• Invasive Plants

In addition to these categories, there were three special
categories for which funding was approved:
Arability Projects
Thompson Rivers University Chair
Trade and Market Defense

Evaluation Report 2012
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4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
4.1 Evaluation Model

The evaluation model used in this report is the same model used in the previous three evaluations
of the fund and is taken from the concepts included in the Montague model entitled, “The Three
R’s of Performance”1. This study attempts to identify and rate the RESOURCES used to REACH
beef producers and other industry participants in order to achieve the RESULTS envisioned from
the objectives of the BCID Fund.
RESOURCES were rated by assessing the value of the BCID Fund dollars and in-kind contributions
to finance projects. This assessment looked at the overall contribution of the projects to the goals
and objectives of the BCID Fund and at the success in leveraging financing from other resources.
REACH refers to the range of groups or individuals receiving project outputs such as beef
producers, farm organizations, professional agrologists, other professionals, federal and provincial
staff, agribusiness and the general public. The first aspect is to identify the project output (e.g. a
reference manual) that was developed for a certain audience. Second, identifies which groups are
actually receiving these outputs. Third, is to get feedback from this audience on the quality of this
output and the importance to them, and how it might be improved. The use of evaluation sheets
at educational events, and adding a comment sheet to the reference materials supplied, would be
examples of this feedback.
RESULTS refer to the impact of the activities and outcome of the projects supported by the Fund
on all these clients identified in the reach above, or to the beef industry as a whole. Included in the
assessment of results was (1) short-term results such as awareness, understanding, knowledge,
etc. which could lead to a decision to adopt or change; and (2) long term results which would
include assessing the value of this output created to improve incomes, sales, environmental
benefits, safety or services delivered. The method of delivery of information could also encourage
long-term results.

4.2 Organization of Files and Work by Evaluation Team

The files were organized according to the categories detailed in the Funding Priorities for 20072012.
The evaluation team met at the CIDC office in Kamloops on August 8 and 9, 2012. The team
reviewed the assignment and discussed the process to be undertaken. At this meeting, the
preliminary review and scoring of projects was undertaken. Some follow-up assignments were
accepted for further consideration, to better determine the reach and results of some projects.
This meeting was followed up by eight telephone conferences to confirm scoring, to complete the
summary of all projects completed from 1995–2012 and to finalize editing the report.

The Three Rs of Performance – Steve Montague, Performance Management Network Inc., 255 Albert Street, Suite 703,
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 6A9

1
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4.3.1 Projects

Each project results summary was reviewed and scored (1 – 10) for each rating item:
Resources, Reach, and Results.
Projects were given the following values on the score sheet:
Score of 1 to 3 = no value to beef industry
Score of 4 to 5 = very little value
Score of 6
= some value
Score of 7 to 8 = good value
Score of 9
= very good value
Score of 10
= excellent value

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

4.3 Project Scoring

4.3.2 Priority Categories Rating

The priority categories were then assessed by giving scores of between 1 and 10 to each of the
following items which are based on the original purpose and objectives of the BCIDF as detailed in
the contribution agreement. These items were established by the previous evaluations, and used
for this evaluation for continuity. The team, however, comments that when scoring the categories
it became evident that since some of the items do not apply to all of the categories, it is difficult
to compare the resulting scores. (i.e. Resource Management is the only category that received a
score for the item increase environmental sustainability practices). Therefore, the items which did
not apply to a specific project were scored not applicable (n/a). The overall category score was then
calculated as an average of the scored levels (n/a was not included in the average calculation).
Items to Score:
• Overall value of this category to improve the viability, sustainability and profitability of the
beef industry
• Ability to increase productivity/profitability of individual producers
• Ability to increase the knowledge and capacity of producers over the long term
• Value of funds spent
• Financial contributions from other sources; especially non-government
• Ability to increase environmental sustainability practices
• Ability to increase marketing skills
• Ability to increase public awareness and acceptance of the beef industry
• Contribution to the production of safe high quality product
• Contribution to the overall health and welfare of beef animals

Photo by Sharon Huffman
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4.4 Ratings of Categories

The categories are the priority activities as identified by the CIDC for the BCIDF projects for
2007–2012. The categories were not ranked in order of importance, so have been presented
alphabetically.

Overall Ratings of Categories
Improve viability, sustainability of beef
industry

Agriculture
Awareness

8.5

Farm
Business
Management

9.0

Livestock
Management

n/a

Market
Development

Resource
Management

9.0

9.0

8.9

Average
Result

Increase productivity/profitability of
individual producer

n/a

9.0

9.0

9.0

8.5

8.9

Increase knowledge/capacity of producers
over long term

n/a

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

Value for funds spent

9.0

9.0

8.6

9.0

9.0

8.9

Financial contributions from other sources

9.0

9.0

8.0

9.0

9.5

8.9

9.0

9.0

Increase Environmental sustainability
practices
Increase public awareness and acceptance
of beef industry

n/a
9.2

Contribution to theproduction of safe high
quality product

n/a

Contribution to overall health/welfare of beef
animal

n/a

Average of scored items

8.9

n/a
9.0
n/a

n/a
na
8.5

9.0

9.0

9.0

8.7

n/a
9.0

n/a

9.1

9.0

n/a

8.8

n/a

9.0

n/a
9.0

9.0

4.5 Comments on the Category Scores

The team noted that looking at the average scores of these categories is not necessarily the best
means to rate the accomplishments of the BCID Fund. Individual project scores rather than average
category scores are a better reflection of the BCIDF accomplishments. As there was no ranking of
categories for areas of importance, the categories are presented in alphabetical order: Agriculture
Awareness, Farm Business Management, Livestock Management, Market Development and
Resource Management.
Three categories had an overall average score of 9.0 – Resource Management, Market Development
and Farm Business Management.
Although the Resource Management category had several projects that scored lower, overall
the category did well especially in regard to acquiring financial contributions from other sources.
Several research projects in this category were costly, however a high level of matching funds
resulted in just 21% of funds required from BCIDF to carry out this work.
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Agriculture Awareness was close to a 9 in the overall average score. Most of these projects had a
high score, however scored lower overall on ‘improve the viability, sustainability, and profitability of
the beef industry.’
The Livestock Management category had the lowest score, mainly due to a higher funding
requirement from BCIDF (32%), and some concern that further efforts could have been made to
have other segments/regions of the cattle industry contribute to work that has broader benefits. For
instance, some of the scientific research projects have broad benefits ranging throughout Canada
and it may have been appropriate to have other regions of the country contribute to these projects.
Also within this category, forage seminars and forage and corn testing projects were included with
the scientific research projects looking into various health issues. Suggestion was made that crop
and forage projects would be better reviewed as an individual category.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Market Development and Farm Business Management categories scored 9’s through all the items
that applied. Market Development had the highest scoring project (BCCA/Overwaitea Partners
Program (#217). The Farm Business Management category scored high on most projects –
especially the Highway Fencing Evaluation (#275), which was instrumental in establishing a new
highway fencing program for the Province. Farm Business Management projects also had just 21%
of funds from the BCIDF.

4.6 Special Categories

While “Association Support/Development” was identified as a priority category, the evaluation team
did not score the individual provincial association projects. This category was reviewed as a whole
by the committee, and was acknowledged as a very important segment of work for the BCID
Fund, with triggering funds from the CIDC check-off. The team agrees that continuing to support
this work is a most appropriate use of funds, and comments that evaluation of the work would be
best adjudicated by the association members. The team observes that the percentage of funds
contributed to the work by the associations varies greatly between the organizations (see chart
page 23).
Three areas of work not included in the priority categories were approved for funding during the
period of time covered by this evaluation:
• Arability Projects (funded by a grant through BC Cattlemen from the BC Ministry of Agriculture),
• Thompson Rivers University Chair in Cattle Industry Sustainability, and
• Trade and Market Defense (funding to support BC’s share of costs to defend national border
challenges).
These special categories could not be scored in comparison to the other categories so the team did
not evaluate these works, but commented that these projects are an appropriate use of funds, and
the work carried out in these areas should be reviewed by Council regularly.

Evaluation Report
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5 EVALUATION OF PROJECTS BY INDIVIDUAL CATEGORIES
5.1 Evaluation – Agriculture Awareness

Agriculture Awareness - projects aimed at educating/informing public about the beef industry.
The Agriculture Awareness category’s ten projects included the very high scoring project, BC
Agriculture in the Classroom, Summer Institute (#241). Also scoring high were the UCC Range
Club (#189) and BC Cattlemen’s Radio Campaign for the BC Beef Industry (#238). All projects
completed were considered very good to excellent in most areas. The Nechako Valley Regional
Cattlemen’s Association had four successful projects (#226, 247, 257, 273) to promote the beef
industry via summer radio contests in their region. This category holds the only project carried out
directly by the CIDC, a Provincial Thank-You Promotion (#206) initiated following border closures
resulting from BSE. Lower scores to the BC Farm Women’s Network Seminar (#256); and the
Grassland Conservation Council of BC’s PSA’s (#263) resulted from lower Reach scores.

12
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REACH - score 84.5/100 (average 8.5)
Excellent Reach scores awarded in this category with
students, teachers, consumers and radio audiences all being
targeted along with ranching families. The projects of radio
promotions scored well, and Summer Institute for Teachers
(#241) was seen as reaching beyond the teachers trained,
and on to their students. The Radio Campaign for the BC
Beef Industry (#238) had an excellent assessment through
responses by the public through the website survey and
contest, and this project developed a template for this type of
program that could be used by others in the future.
RESULTS - score 85.2/100 (average 8.5)
Seven of the ten projects received scores of 9 or greater for
results. The Summer Institute for Teachers (#241) scored 9.5
as a result of the program has developing into a self-financing,
on-going program. The Radio Campaign for the BC Beef
Industry (#238) scored high in particular for the assessment
of project through survey results. Five other projects with
scores of 9 were the UCC Range Club, and the Summer
Radio promotions carried out by Nechako Cattlemen. A lower
score went to the Public Service Announcements (#263) as
the results to the beef industry appeared limited considering
overall cost of project and limited beef industry message in
the PSA’s.

Agriculture Awareness
Projects
Funds Total $295,622

BCIDF
33 %

Other Funds
67%

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

RESOURCES - score 88.5/100 (average 8.9)
Total costs $295,622;BCIDF share $96,878
BCIDF provided 33% of total project costs.

“From 1999 to 2006 the Beef
Cattle Industry Development
Fund provided core funding to
run the BC Agriculture in the
Classroom Foundation’s Summer
Institute. Regional cattle groups
also provided individual teacher
sponsorships. In those years we
had to convince teachers that
using examples from agriculture
to deliver the curriculum was a
good idea. Today the teachers
that participate are so keen that
they are willing to pay for their
tuition and their accommodation
to attend the Summer Institute
and therefore we are no longer
dependent on the sponsorship
from the BCIDF. That spells
success!”
Lindsay Babineau,
Executive Director
BC Agriculture in
the Classroom Foundation
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5.2 Evaluation – Farm Business Management

Farm Business Management - projects that address the business and operations of raising cattle.
This category scored very high in five of the six projects. Seminars and training for producers
scored highly. The Highway Fencing Evaluation (#275) provided information that eventually led to
a provincial highway fencing program and the Emergency Response Course now offered by the BC
Farm Animal Care Council. The team scored the Angus Futurity (#258) lower considering that the
Reach and Results of this project had a limited audience and was more applicable to the purebred
operations than the general cattle industry.

14
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REACH - score 51/60 (average 8.5)
The team considered the direct reach to cattle producers in
most of these projects to be a highlight, and noted that all
projects were carried out by cattle producer associations. The
Emergency Response Course (#272) created communication
between ranchers, truckers, highway emergency personnel
and community leaders; the Highway Fencing Evaluation
(#275) involved government and led to a program to benefit
ranchers and the travelling public. The seminars’ main focus
for Reach was to cattle producers.

Farm Business
Management
Funds Total $131,060

BCIDF
21 %

Other Funds
79%

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

RESOURCES - score 52/60 (average 8.7)
Total costs $131,060; BCIDF share $27,640
BCIDF provided 21% of total project costs.
While the overall cost of these projects was not high compared
to other categories, the significant contribution from other
sources gives it very high scores for Resources.

RESULTS - score 51.5/60 (average 8.6)
Results of these projects were viewed favourable in assisting
cattle producers face various operational concerns. The
Emergency Response course has continued to be presented
throughout BC, by the Farm Animal Care Council. The
evaluation of highway fences provided information which
assisted in establishment of a new highway fencing program
in BC.
“Participants were eager to learn
the material and develop a coordinated approach to responding
to livestock accidents,” says Haley
Rutherford, (former) BCCA Industry
Analyst and course organizer.
“Preparedness in these difficult
situations will be apparent when
one of the participants is faced
with a responding to a livestock
emergency.”
Major funding for this project
was provided by the Beef Cattle
Industry Development Fund, the
Horn Levy Fund, and the BC
Investment Agriculture Foundation.
Other supporters include: Hartford
Insurance and volunteers from the
regional associations were important
in co-ordinating the course at each
location. The BCCA appreciates the
support that allowed us to present
this course.”
From the project report:
Livestock Emergency
Response Course
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EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

5.3 Evaluation – Livestock Management

Livestock Management - projects to address animal health welfare and feed and cattle
management.
This category has the most number of projects at 19, and includes scientific research, forage/
silage testing and demonstration projects. Six of the projects had an evaluation score of 28, and
included four research projects (#179, 224, 228, 262), the Forage and Beef Seminars (#236) and
the Verified Beef Production Program (#245).
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Livestock Management
Projects
Funds Total $2,813,024

BCIDF
32 %

Other Funds
68%

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

RESOURCES - score 165.5/190 (average 8.7)
Total costs $2,813,024; BCIDF share $888,352
BCIDF provided 32% of total project costs.
This category had the largest number of projects and
the highest cost overall, however the BCIDF share
remained at 32%. These projects show that Research
is an expensive undertaking. The team was unable
to assess whether the share paid by BCIDF was a
reasonable portion of the share of research, the results
of which would have general Canadian cattle industry
implications, and whether the costs of forage testing is
fairly spread amongst the beneficiaries (dairy industry,
seed companies, etc).
REACH - score 165.5/190 (average 8.7)
The demonstration projects saw a good reach to the
producers who were able to participate. Reach of
research will be important for the industry in having
the science-based facts available when management
practices are challenged. Verified Beef Production
Program (#245) will demonstrate attention to food
safety to the public. Forage testing and demonstrations
scored high on reaching producers.
RESULTS - score 165.0/190 (average 8.7)
While the research projects continued to receive high
marks for Results, the seminars and field demonstrations
also scored highly. Forage testing scores seemed to
depend on the impact that weather had on the projects,
and the level of support from volunteers. Handheld
Computers for Brand Inspectors (#248) was successful
in implementing technology for more accurate and
timely referencing cattle brands. BCIDF funding to the
Verified Beef Production Program (#245) was important
to encourage participation as the program developed.

“Funding from the Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund was
instrumental in providing pilot project funding in the development stages of
the BC Verified Beef Production Program. Through cooperation of the BC
Association of Cattle Feeders, BC Breeders and Feeders Association and
BC Cattlemen’s Association, program growth in BC is one of the best in
Canada. Producers participating in the program learn tips and techniques
to improve pharmaceutical use, overall communications between staff,
family and buyers and how to simplifying management records. VBP is
more than just good record keeping, it is the key to verifying an operation’s
food safety practices right on the farm and is becoming of increasing
importance as HACCP requirements expand throughout the value-chain.”
Annette Moore, BC-VBP Program Co-ordinator

George & Mavis Giersch, Verified Beef Producers, Tomslake, BC
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5.4 Evaluation – Market Development

Market Development - projects aimed at encouraging consumers to purchase beef and to assist
beef producers in accessing markets.
With an overall average of 9, this category performed very well, with just six projects, including the
highest score awarded during this evaluation of 27.5 to the BCCA/Overwaitea Partners Program
(#217). The category also included two seminars to producers on marketing issues (#191, 269),
a community-wide assessment of marketing opportunities through the Cariboo-Chilcotin Beef
Industry Development (#234), a study, BCCA/Renders Proposal (#216) and the Country Comforts
and Beef Cook-off (#235), many different marketing opportunities were investigated and delivered.
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Excellent score in Resources in all six projects, with 9.5
for Cariboo-Chilcotin Beef Industry Development (#234)
which involved the ranchers and the community in seeking
opportunities; funding from several sources enabled this
project. Also well-leveraged funds went to the abc Country
Restaurants for their promotion Country Comforts and Beef
Cook-off (#235). The team noted that this was the last of
several promotional projects done in co-operation with the
restaurants with the assistance of the Beef Information
Centre.

Market Development
Projects
Funds Total $352,524

BCIDF
24 %

Other Funds
76%

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

RESOURCES - score 54.5/60 (average 9.1)
Total costs $352,524; BCIDF share $84,738
BCIDF provided 24% of total project costs.

REACH - score 55/60 (average 9.2)
Top marks for Reach were given to project #217 - BCCA/
Overwaitea Food Group Retail Partners Program. Having
ranchers interact with consumers at the meat counter has
proven beneficial for the producers, the consumers and the
meat retailer. All the other projects in this category scored
9 for Reach – these projects reached the ranchers, the
community, the consumer and also to those dining out!
RESULTS - score 55/60 (average 9.2)
Also the high mark for results for project #217 - this project
developed into an on-going program and was the base for a
further retailers program that BCCA has initiated through the
Ranching Task Force Funding. High scores in all categories
for the Lakes District Cattlemen’s Association seminar
projects (#191, 269) which at low cost assisted in training
producers in timely topics.

“The Meet-A-Rancher
program is so
important in helping consumers to
understand and connect with the rancher
and hard work behind the beef they
consume. Being able to ask questions
and shake hands with a real rancher
and see photos of our ranch, our cattle
and our lifestyle gives people a sense of
familiarity and comfort in purchasing beef
and serving it to their families. The BCID
Fund was instrumental in providing funding
to develop this program.”
Mark Grafton,
Rancher Chair BC Cattlemen’s
Public Affairs Committee
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5.5 Evaluation – Resource Management

Assessment of Resource Management - Projects to address issues concerned with the
environment and impacts.
There is a wide range of scores for the 12 projects in this category. The team noted the importance
of research for the industry and the work by R. De Clerck-Floate (#176, #268) scored very high. The
research by UNBC (#183) was viewed less successful, due to the lack of promotion of the results.
Invasive Plant Education Tools (#242) produced handy weed reference cards for producers and
the public. The Range Management School (#251, #264) was seen as a successful program in
reaching producers with important training opportunities. The team questioned whether or not the
projects of the Grasslands Conservation Council had enough benefit for the beef industry.
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REACH - score 94.0/120 (average 7.8)
Range workshop and Range management school scored very
high and led to increased skills of producers and government
representatives. Grasslands Interpretive Site scored high
on Resources, but lower on Reach and Results. The team
felt that this project had excellent community support and
volunteerism, and good planning for the future of the site. The
team comments on the Reach that highway signage might
increase the number of visitors though the records indicate a
good number of annual visitors to the site.

Resource Management
Projects
Funds Total $1,635,297

BCIDF
21 %

Other Funds
79%

EVALUATION OF PROJECTS

RESOURCES - score 101.0/120 (average 8.4)
Total costs $1,635,297; BCIDF share $347,368
BCIDF provided 21% of total project costs.
This category had the best leverage of funds of all categories,
mainly due to the research projects, and the Grasslands
Interpretive Site (#57) and Range Workshops & School
(#251, 264).

RESULTS – score 93.0/120 (average 7.8)
The bio-control research (#176 #268) was scored 9.5. It
had good promotion through articles written and published
in producer magazines and practical application of results.
On the other hand, Integrating Production Functions of
Timber, Forage and Cattle (#183) had the expected thesis
completed, but producer-friendly information was not
forthcoming and as a result scored lower. The Invasive
Plant Inventory and Treatment Plan for the Horsefly Stock
Range was an interesting project that produced an excellent
publication detailing invasive plant issues. The team scored
it lower on Reach and Results because of the small area that
was covered by this work - and then due to lack of funding
sources, the treatment plan has not yet been implemented.
The Mountain Pine Beetle Programs (#255) was considered
to be of high quality, however at a very high cost and limited
public viewing of the films.

“The Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund has provided critical
support for my research on a number of projects over the years,
but foremost has been for my work on the biological control of
houndstongue using the European root weevil, Mogulones
cruciger. The funding received allowed me to not only delve into
how biological control works and how to strategically use the
insects for optimum impact on the targeted weed, but it allowed
me to quickly get large numbers of the insects to ranchers for
use; which was very satisfying. The houndstongue project has
been a big success for Canada`s classical weed biocontrol
programme as a result.“
Rosemarie De Clerck-Floate, PhD
Weed Biocontrol, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
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6 REVIEW SPECIAL CATEGORIES
6.1 Provincial Association Projects
Association Summaries

CIDC

Check-off


Beef

Check-Off

at

Work

BCID
Fund

Four provincial cattle producer associations are eligible to apply for funding assistance for project
activities. Funding from the BCIDF is matched with CIDC check-off and producer association funds
to complete the project. During the review period, $5.7 million has been spent on the projects
through the associations. In 2009-10, due to shortage of funding available, the associations
received just 50% of their usual project funding.
The team sees the support of association projects as an important element of the BCID Fund in
triggering the check-off for eligible association projects. Association Support Development was
established as a priority for 2007-12 and associations have satisfactorily documented their project
work. It is noted that associations have varying levels of additional funds going toward the projects.
The reporting by the associations to their members and the CIDC is in place.
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BC Breeders and Feeders Association focuses on training
opportunities for producers – meetings are usually held in conjunction
with a free seminar. This association has adopted herd health protocols
developed for BC’s beef producers. As well as the provincially guaranteed
finance programs for feeder cattle and bred heifers, this association
administers the Advance Payments Program in for cattle producers in BC.
BC Milk Producers’ Association members contribute approximately
20% to beef production in BC, and their beef-related projects which
receive support, include works relating to Animal Care, and Production
Improvement Practices. Their application stated, “Herd health is vitally
important to a dairy operation’s receipts for cattle sales. For dairy cattle to
have value in the beef market, they must be free from health issues.” Their
project works to improve producer awareness of management of diseases
and managing the use of pain control in dairy cattle. The association
encourages management practices which improve their profitability while
fostering consumer confidence.

REVIEW SPECIAL CATEGORIES

BC Association of Cattle Feeders has prioritized the areas of
health and food safety. This association is active in planning for the Cross
Border Livestock Health Conference, and working on changes needed in
cross border regulations.

BC Cattlemen’s Association works in projects for environmental
stewardship, land stewardship, livestock industry protection, and
communications and public affairs. During the recent years, significant
steps have been taken to develop a consumer awareness program based
on the success of “Meet-A-Rancher” events and to reach producers through
an electronic newsletter, while continuing the Beef in BC magazine. Issues
relating to land security have always been a high priority for BCCA and
the project funding from check-off permits the association to co-ordinate
efforts on many areas of concern to its members and the beef industry at
large.

BCACF 0.4%

BCIDF 27.4%

Supporting association
projects is important for the
BC beef industry
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CIDC 28.7%

Association Project Funding
Percentage of All Contributions
$5.7 million (2005-2007)

BCMP 26.6%

BCCA 15.6%

BCBFA 1.4%
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6.2 Thompson Rivers University Chair in Cattle Industry Sustainability
In 2005 Dr. Tom Dickinson, then Associate Vice-President (Research) at Thompson Rivers University (TRU), approached
the BC cattle industry seeking support and matching funds for a Regional Innovation Chair, Cattle Industry Sustainability
under the British Columbia Leading Edge Endowment Fund. BC Cattlemen’s Association agreed that the proposal had
potential and merit, and supported an application by TRU for funding from the Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund.
The application to CIDC states that “The chair will conduct research that will directly address the most important landuse issues facing the cattle industry and ranching communities in British Columbia. Research will focus on questions
involving alternative land uses and economic geography and will seek to provide knowledge to inform the decisions
faced by individuals, communities and government.”
The main objectives of the endowment are:
• To facilitate, invigorate and expand research and development
of the cattle industry vitality and sustainability.
• To enhance the training of highly qualified personnel and
contribute to succession planning for the ranching industry,
as well as industry, government and university research and
innovation.
• To develop a highly collaborative and interdisciplinary research
facility and team that is at the forefront of research related to
economic, environmental and social sustainability of the ranching
and beef-production industries while ensuring stewardship of
the natural resources and land base on which the ranching and
the global community depends.

•

Development of Rapid Profiling
Fatty Acids

•

Early Disease Detection Nitrous
Oxide Therapy

•

Humane Cattle Prod Development

•

Enzyme Additives to Improve
Grasses

The funding was approved, the Chair was established and Dr. John
Church hired in 2008. CIDC receives annual progress reports from
the Chair, and has representatives participate on the Chair’s Advisory
Committee. Dr. Church reported in person to the July 2012 meeting
of CIDC.

•

Addendum Fatty Acids by CE and
MALDI

•

Addendum Mechanism of Action
Nitrous Oxide

•

Ecological Goods and Services

Dr. Church provides regular reports to the cattle industry via his
column in Beef in BC magazine.

•

Wine Fed Beef

•

Diatomaecous Earth Invitro
Methane Study

•

First Nation grass based beef
production

•

Raising Healthy Beef

•

Bio-fuels Project

•

Beef Jerky Project

•

Climate Change BC Rangelands

•

Reducing Impact of Finished Cattle

The Chair is supported through an endowment
generated by the following contributions:
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The Chair participated in all of the
following projects which were carried
out with funds from other sources:

Beef Cattle Industry Development Fund

$ 625,000

Real Estate Foundation of BC

250,000

TRU Foundation

375,000

BC Leading Edge Endowment Fund

1,250,000

Total Endowment

$2,500,000

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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REVIEW SPECIAL CATEGORIES
“I have been involved from the start with the development of the
LEEF Regional Innovation Chair that used the funding that the BCIDF
provided to trigger a $1.25M provincial investment in the industry’s
research capacity. There is good participation on the Advisory
Committee that provides feedback to the LEEF Chair on the research
questions that the industry needs answered most immediately.
The Cattle Chair was instrumental in successful funding applications
to the Canada Foundation for Innovation, Western Economic
Diversification, the Ranching Task Force (and other agencies) over the
past five years. However, the impact of the industry’s contribution to
create the LEEF Chair goes well beyond the Chair alone. We have
used this new funding to develop a suite of analytical equipment and
a team of researchers (especially students) that now gives us the
capability to tackle some of the key questions facing the industry.
I look forward to working with the industry as we continue to provide
useful research to its urgent questions and am confident that through
our partnership, we will be successful in helping individuals in all
different parts of the industry. Thank you for all your support.”
Dr. Thomas E. Dickinson, PhD, Dean of Science
Thompson Rivers University
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6.3 Arability Projects

It was noted that these projects were enabled by funds provided by the provincial government,
through the BC Cattlemen’s Association. The team feels that the arability assessment is a
government responsibility. The benefit to the beef industry is distant and dependent on government
policy. Foundational information for discovering potential for agriculture is appropriate, if economics
and policies change.

6.4 Trade and Market Defense

These projects were initiated to provide the BC beef industry's share of legal costs incurred to fight
border issues. Other funds in this category are from the Canadian cattle industry. Because the beef
industry is trade dependent, the team agrees with the principle and that it is appropriate that this
fund be accessed for efforts to maintain trade opportunities, as part of the national picture.
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7 OVERVIEW
The team has evaluated all 53 BCIDF projects completed within the established priorities between
2007 and July 2012. In addition 23 provincial association projects and seven projects in special
work areas were reviewed but not evaluated. The team noted the tremendous amount of work
completed in this period, despite the fact that general applications have not been accepted during
the last three years of this term.
Thirty-seven of the 53 projects scored 27 or more of the 30 points available and 12 scored 28 or
more. Only seven projects scored below 20. The BCID Fund contributed $1.4 million to these
projects that had a total cost of $5.2 million; $3.80 other funds contributed for each $1 of the BCIDF.
Adding the un-scored project work to this consideration there were, $16.88 million overall expenditures
with $4.1 million from the Fund resulting in each $1 from the fund generating and additional $3.14. This
is a $1 increase over the 2006 evaluation period and $2 more than the 2002 evaluation period.
The team commented that these results point to very successful term for the fund, and commends
the CIDC on their direction of this fund. The applicants, in most instances are volunteers, are also
a key part of the process and the team praises their efforts and contributions that provided such
excellent project results.

7.1 Project Highlights

Evaluation Report 2012
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The highest scoring project at 29.0 was BCCA/Overwaitea Partners Program (#217) which took
volunteer ranchers to meat counters of retail outlets in the Lower Mainland of BC. These volunteers
spent the weekend with shifts at busy stores where they talked to consumers about the beef industry.
The BCCA organized several Meet-A-Rancher weekends at stores throughout BC using a similar
format and the success of this project has led to the Behind the Beef program that is funded by the
Ranching Task Force. This program uses trained beef educators (not producers) at meat counters
throughout BC who provide information and discuss industry issues with consumers.
Agriculture in the Classroom’s Summer Institute (#241) had the second highest score at 28.5,
and was the last of several projects which supported the development of the Summer Institute for
teachers. This project brought teachers together in the summer for a week of intensive exposure
to agriculture and provided instruction on bringing agriculture into the classroom. The Institute was
offered as a credit course and many teachers have participated since the first institute in 1998. This
important teaching tool continues now, with teachers paying for the opportunity, and funding from
BCIDF no longer required.
Also in the high score group are several research projects. The Vaccine and Infectious Disease
Organization carried out three projects (#224, 228, 262) into various methods of administering
vaccines; Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s research Source Tracing E.coli (#179), and two
projects into bio-control of invasive plants (#176, 268) were also very successful.
The BC Forage Council presented a series of well-attended Forage and Beef Seminars (#236) at
several locations throughout the Interior BC.
Co-operation between organizations was also evident in the high score projects. The three provincial
beef organizations collaboratively administered the BC-Verified Beef Production Implementation
program (#245), to encourage producers to use proper record keeping and safety standards. This
program has enabled BC to be the province with the highest percentage of trained producers who
have completed the audit for Verified Beef. The Range Management Workshop and School (#251,
264) were funded, presented and administered by a group including representatives of government
(federal and provincial), universities, non-government organizations and producer organizations
and enabled many producers and others to be trained in range management principles.
Following closely behind the high scoring projects were 25 projects which scored from 27 to 27.7
points. These were all considered useful projects but were just slightly less effective than those in
the top group.
The seven projects that scored below 20 points were projects where there was less evidence of a
direct impact on the cattle industry or where the applicant did not report results in a form useful to
cattle producers.
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7.2 Funding Sources for the 83 Projects Under Review
The BCIDF has continued to prove very effective in generating other project funding; an improvement
since the previous evaluation. The chart shows that BCIDF provided just 24% ($4.1 million) of the
total funds (almost $17 million) committed to the project work.

The CIDC has
been successful in
bringing in $4.13 for
every $1.00 of BCIDF
project funding.
This is a $1.00 increase
over the 2006 evaluation
period and $2 more than
the first evaluation in
2002.
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8 FUND 1995 - 2012
The establishment of the Beef Cattle Industry Development Trust Fund in 1995 has provided
opportunity for the beef industry in British Columbia. Industry associations, businesses, universities
and government researchers have completed 310 projects enabled by industry providing matching
funds for the work. The earnings of the trust provided $10.2 million, and industry contributed $22.8
million for a total of $33 million spent to benefit the cattle industry of British Columbia.
To review all projects completed during the life to date of the Beef Cattle Industry Development
Fund, all 310 projects were re-categorized to enable comparison between the three evaluations
completed up to 2012.
Each of the previous evaluations looked at the project from the view of the categories of the priorities
established for that period. In order to review all the projects, a different approach was taken, and
over-reaching categories established for suitable comparison.
Projects were categorized according to five areas of work undertaken:
1. Association (Provincial Associations Matching CIDC levy)
2. Beef Promotion
3. Health Welfare Feed (Cattle)
4. Industry Issues / Promotion
5. Resources (Environment–Land–Water–Grass)
These categories enabled an overall review, and indicated similar funding went to Resources and
Association with $2.8 million of BCIDF fund matched with $6 million other funds for $9 million
total for each. Beef Promotion and Health/Welfare/Feed showed similar overall amounts of $5.8
million, but Beef Promotion had $1 million more in other funds contributed to the work. The category
Industry Issues had the lowest overall at $4.1 million, but the greatest percentage of other funds at
$3.60 generated for each $1 from BCIDF spent on these projects.

Project Categories Spending BCID Fund 1995 - 2012
According to Evaluations - Total BCIDF $10.2 Million

Amount BCID Funds

3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
-
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Industry
Issues

Resources

113,508

Health
Welfare
Feed
872,352

206,505

1,116,283

372,313

120,065

205,400

354,471

957,508

1,241,134

488,352

1,292,136

Association
Projects

Beef
Promotion

Evaluation 3 $4.1 m

1,807,053

Evaluation 2 $1.9 m

896,463

Evaluation 1 $4.1 m

169,058
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Beef Cattle Industry
Development Trust Fund
established in 1995 with
$9.347 million

Each evaluation covered a different number of projects, and
various funding levels. 310 projects were completed in the first
seventeen years of the fund.

310 PROJECTS

The Resources category was high for both the first and third
evaluations. Association project expenditures were the highest
for Evaluation 3. This is an indication of the progression of the
process where the provincial Associations have been able to
match CIDC levies for their annual project applications.

Type of Projects
310 Projects 1995 - 2012

Promotion
Advertising
19%

Association
14%

Research
15%

FUND 1995-2012

These same categories were then broken down into groups of
the three evaluations that have each covered approximately
five years.

$10.2 million

spent from the earnings
Trust Fund continues with

$9.347 million

invested for the benefit of the
beef cattle industry until 2075

What Type of Projects?
Studies Reports
Investigations
22%

Seminars
Education
30%

BCIDF Projects Funds
Type of Applicant 1995 - 2012
University
14%
Government
15%
Associations
63%

The 310 projects completed since the fund
was established were reviewed. By far, the
group representing Seminars, Education and
Demonstration was the highest with almost 1/3
of all projects. This is indicative of the effort of
many smaller organizations to access the fund to
educate their members on current issues, to train
their members on new and improved practices,
and to provide expert advice on a variety of
topics. The team noticed the beneficial steps
taken by some organizations to save costs by
having a guest speaker attend several events
throughout the province.

Who has been using it?
The BCIDF is able to fund applications from
a variety of types of applicants. The funding
provided to the 310 projects have been organized
as to who administered the projects.
The team was pleased to see that the majority of
funding (63%) has been administered through the
associations. These are not only the provincial
association projects, but many projects taken
on by local and or regional groups, and other
interest associations.

Business
8%
Evaluation Report 2012
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9 ACTION ON PREVIOUS EVALUATION
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10 OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 2012
The evaluation team has made the following observations and
recommendations for consideration by the members of the CIDC:
General Observations and Comments: Projects scored high in most cases. Twelve projects scored
28 or better out of the possible 30 points. Of the remaining projects all were considered of good
value to the cattle industry and no projects scored below 18. This highlights the fact that the BCID
Fund is working well, and Council is to be complimented on the success. The team also commends
the fund recipients who have committed their own funds and considerable effort to go toward these
projects for the benefit of the cattle industry.
The money available for distribution in this period was limited because of poor investment returns,
especially after that large contribution to the TRU Chair project (See further comments in #6.2,
Project #246). For these reasons the process for general applications was closed in 2008. However,
investment earnings have been sufficient to continue to support the provincial association projects
(matching CIDC check-off).
Recommendation #1 – Establish a dollar amount in the triggered funds account that
is needed to re-open the fund for applications. Specific priorities may need to be
targeted when the fund is initially re-opened.
The consultant position was not refilled after the fund was closed to general applications.
Recommendation #2 - Review the requirements for the services of a consultant
when the fund is re-opened.
The current funding process is applicant driven. Applicants who are interested in carrying out a
project come forward with funding to trigger matching funds from the BCIDF. The Council has been
able to fund all projects that meet the criteria because there have been adequate funds in place.
When the Council re-opens the fund for general applications, there may be insufficient funds to
approve all projects that meet the criteria. It would be desirable to rank funding priorities to assist
the Council in choosing which applications to approve.
Recommendation #3 – Choose funding priority areas to help guide the application
process and make decisions about which applications to fund.
The Operational Plan for the BCIDF has not been revised, but new operational processes have
been established.
Recommendation #4 – Take steps to update the BCIDF Operational Plan.
Addressing changing issues of the cattle industry is an important fact in ensuring the funds are
addressing current issues. However, from an administrative point, to review all projects through
several different evaluation periods, all projects had to be re-categorized to be able to compare
them appropriately.
Recommendation #5 - Four or five work areas could be established under which
more specific priorities would be established. Such work areas may provide the
basis for an Evaluation Template for the future.
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Communication of project results was usually well planned and delivered by the projects. The
Team noticed however, that for several projects the future access to and use of information/results
is a missed opportunity for the beef industry.
Recommendation #7 – Future access to project results could be added to the
application and funding process, noting that additional funding support may be
necessary to meet such requirements and follow-up on completed projects, an
added task.

OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

It appears that the categories are useful as a functional way to group the projects for review but
evaluating categories seems to be of limited value. While individual projects can be scored extremely
valuable, the category score can be pulled down due to one or two projects that were not as highly
scored - or that did not meet one of the criteria used to evaluate. The priority categories had varying
numbers of projects and varying funding levels, so results cannot be adequately compared.
Recommendation #6 - Readers should review the individual project results to realize
the benefit to the industry. Usefulness of category assessment should be examined.

It was observed that projects that related directly to the rancher/farmer have been of
significant value.
Recommendation #8 - When reviewing applications, consider the fact the projects
directly related to the rancher/farmer have been viewed the most effective.
During this period, Council has not initiated projects (other than Provincial Thank-You Promotion
following BSE (#206).
Recommendation #9 - Consider initiating projects (by requests for proposals) for
strategic initiatives to address specific priorities.
There were quite a number of projects with smaller budgets where a quick turn-around in the
approval process would be beneficial (i.e. field days, seminar speakers).
Recommendation #10 - Consider establishing a process whereby projects below
a set funding threshold could be provided an expedited approval process, perhaps
involving a designated small committee rather than the entire Council.
Strong organizational support leads to successful projects being completed according to the plans.
Some lower score projects had good ideas but the applicant lacked the capacity to follow through
to complete a high scoring project.
Recommendation #11 – The stability and the capacity of the applicant should be
considered when reviewing applications for projects.
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OBSERVATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

It was observed that several of the research projects funded by the BCIDF were national in scope
but did not appear to receive funding from other provinces. This is not a concern if other provinces
are contributing to other related research projects being undertaken by the researchers.
Recommendation #12 – Consider meeting with research organizations (such as
VIDO) to discuss their overall research plan. Such meetings would provide insight
into the various funding bodies contributing to their work and clarify support by other
organizations to the work.
The Beef Cattle Research Council is developing a database of research projects (including BCIDF
research projects).
Recommendation #13 – Refer to the Beef Cattle Research Council database and
suggest applicants also use this resource prior to developing a research-based
application.
The process for provincial cattle associations to access the BCID Fund to match CIDC check-off
seems to be working well. It provides important support to the associations for the project work
and can lead to the long-term strength of the producer organizations, and a benefit to the BC beef
industry.
Recommendation #14 – Continue to support the provincial associations’ project
funding.
The establishment of the “Ranching Task Force Funding Initiative” enabled work to be
done on some of the issues important to the cattle industry during the time that the BCIDF
was closed.
Recommendation #15 – Consider meeting with the Ranching Task Force to discuss
fund priorities and work toward collaborative opportunities to address funding gaps
and avoid duplication.

The CIDC has established a process of holding an annual meeting of association presidents (and
management).
Recommendation #16 – Continue to annually meet with the presidents to ascertain
funding priorities.
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